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Student Caucus Rep candidates tell it like it is
BY CARL SCHMIDT
Guardian Staff Writer
Candidates for Studen! Caucus
had the chance to state their case
in the quad beginning at 12:30
Tuesday. All candidates were in
agreement about two things: that
students should participate in
their student government by voting. and -hat the proposed changes to the Constitution should be
passed, giving the School of Nursinf and the School of Medicine
seats on 'he Academic Advisory
George M Sideras. candidate
for at-large representative, said.
"This year's Caucus has been
but a political arena for
Dave Strub. who is running a
write-in campaign for at-large
representative,
said,
"Last
year's Caucus was pretty ineffective... if we can shew the administration student government is
more than a joke, maybe they'll
listen to us."
Bambi Barth. candidate for
education representative, said, in
a prepared statement. "It's time
Student Caucus got off their duff
and do something...let the

Mary Emmons, candidate for
business administration represenatitive. said in a prepared
statement. "By having a volunteer Caucus, we will have representatives who are really interested in student government."
Steve Stringer, candidate for
liberal arts representative, said,
"Thcv (Student Caucus) do get
things jone...eome out and talk
1
about some things."
B Steven Bentson, candidate
for science & engineering representative said. "I'd appreciate getting your vote."
Wendy A Young, candidate for
nursing representative, said, "1
don't know what all is involved,
but I'm willing to learn."
Kenneth E Gillette, candidate
for business administration representative, Elwood E Sanders
II and Carl Sprr.y. candidate for
L
, liberal arts representative: Thomas J Bruns. candidate for sciCurrent Student Caucus Graduate Representative Mike Morris introduces 1977-78 chairer candidate ence & engineering represenGeorge M Sideras to onlocking students at an open forum on the quad Tuesday. | Jeff Lacon)
tative; Deborah S Albert. Lori B
needs of the studei.ts be acted sentative. said, "Vote for me. 1 sentative, said. "I'm a business Etengoff and Elta M Smith,
on. not just swept unjier the know what I't n doing. It's as education major so I'll be able to candidates for nursing representeach if 1 can't get a job in busi- tative. and Bob Brandt, cansimple as that."
carpet."'
Keith David Hanes, another ness... we have a communication didate for medicine represenCarl Gregory Beck, another
(continued on page 2)
candidate for education repre- candidate for education repre- problem."

" H IT1

Intensified acan

Committee
eliminates
applicants
The Ombudsman Advisory
committee yesterday sent on
to Student Caucus and the
Steering committee of Academic Council the names of
three of the five candidates
for their recommendation.
The two groups will recommend either Richard Lieberman, jayne Lynch, or Catherine Calkins to the Advisory
committee, which will make
its final decision May 16.
Two other candidates for
the post. Dave Strub and Roy
were eliminated
the race after 'he appliwere interviewed yesafternoon,
Lieberman currently serves
u
assistant Ombudsman.
Lynch is the liberal arts representative to Student Caucus,
and Strub was a write-in
candidate for Caucus chairer
in the general elections held
earlier this week

ELECTION
RESULTS
TUESDAY
(*ee page 4)

UCB to check college ID's at May Daze

enough people to police everyone
attending."
"As far as I know. ID's were
"College ID's will be checked checked before beer left the
booths
last year," Garman said.
at the beer booth this May
"Beer to high school students
Dare." said Dan Stiaivn. chairer
of the lnter-club council, which is our biggest problem," Strawn
said. "This is why we've had no
sponsors the event.
"The State liquor board h .5 off-campus publicity for this
heard about the problem we've year's May Daze. But the word
been having, and they will pro- gets around, and before you
bably be here this May Daze know it, half of Beavercreek
checking also, so we're g*)ing to High school is coming."
"li's not so bad for October
need a lot of help." Glen Carman. University Center Board Daze, because it's colder, and
there is no senior skip day." he
member, said.
"In order to keep from the added.
hassle of high school kids coming, •"e're checking for college
ID's," said Garman.
Referring to an incident involving a high school student
ths! happened last May Daze.
Garman said, "They'd been takBY BARBARA LAND
ing sopers all day and dt inking
Guardian Staff Writer
beer and they almost died. The
story that i had was t
Dr Leon Cudcowicz has been
were going to bring s
relieved as chairman of the
the University for selling beer to department of medicine, effecta minor, but for some reason, tt ive March 7. 1977. A Robert
never came through."
Davies is now acting chairman
"A couple of bad things," said
When asked for his plans as
Strawn, "and that ruins it for acting chairer, Davies replied.
everybody."
"My statement is no statement.
"Organizations which are raf- I'm going to stick to that."
fling beer are required to have it
"My plans haven't
leave the booth warm." Strawn said Dr Cudcowicz. a
said. "It's not supposed to be whose specialty is internal
before leaving the pre- cine. "I'm very mi
btil this is a collegc. and to this medical school."
; beer. We don't have
"It would be veiy difficult.'
BY CARL SCHMIDT
Guardian Staff Writer

"We were thinking about having. like, a security cop check
ID's, but we would have to pay
for those, which we can't afford
to do right now, so this is about
the only thing we could come up
with," Garman said.
"From experience, if someone
checking ID s doesn't have a uniform. they're going to get a lot of
hassles, which is what happened
last year, too. If a cop was
standing there doing it. they'd
cither stay away, or show, him
the ID."
"Since it's just a student
standing there, they'll hassle him

just as much as they possibly
can." he said.
"Students from UD and Sinclair have been invited to attend." Strawn said.
"We're having four bands, so
it should be continuous music
from 10 until 5, except for the
time it takes to change bands,"
he added.
"The bands and the beer
boothhave changed places this
year." Garman said, "because of
the fountain. The bands will be
in front of 109 Oelman. and the
beer booth will be by the moat."

Cudcowicz relieved as chairman
of department of medicine
Cudcowicz continued, "for me 'o cowicz said. "The conceptual
explain the m*"hanism of how design of the curriculum in medi(my relief) was initiated. The cine is .-omplete, and has been
reasons arc very complex, and it approved by the accreditation
is sub judicie-still being contest- body. Therefore, the or.ty proed, primarily by myself (versus) blem in the Department of I
tue medical school administra- cine at the present tit
in the creation of the clinical
tion."
"It's very doubtful whether arena for the impien.^tation of
there «il' be changes in philoso- this design and the identification
phy. ' the ex-chairer added. Cud- of the teachers to carry the
cowicz described the medical burden of the design as well as
school as "dedicated to the idea the creation of an appropriate
of primary care medicine...there evaluation mechanism for both
is no such thing as an academy of ;eachers and students."
Cudcowicz said. "I can see
family practice for
myself playing * part in this
•tea--only medical
evaluation
process."
Of the school's future. Cud-

Professional leave program proposal okayed
A

l U l V O O I V l l M
|
rn
means they are happy with us." the recipient must continue to
BY CATHY CALKINS
work for the university for a
said Hubschman.
Guardian Staff Writer
The purpose of the profession- minimum of one academic year
or refund Co the university an
A proposal for a professional al leave program is to ailow faamount equal to the compenleave program for faculty mem- culty members to undertake prosation received during the period
bers has been approved b;< the grams of importance to both unicentral administration, related Dr versity and individual. To be eli- of professional leave.
Twelve percent of eligible
Jerry Hubschman. associate pro- gible for the program a faculty
vost, A proposal of this type was member must have had seven members from each college in
approved in lQ71 but because of academic years of teaching ser- the university wil! be allowed to
c hanging legislation the program vice as a fuli-time faculty mem- participate in the p.ogram. Faber at WSU. hollowing the leave cultv Kier nbers who desire the
was discontinued.
Because of student unrest in
the bC's the state legislature was
unhappy with the universities
events for the conference.
BY CARL SCHMIDT
and ruled that state allocations
Ron Dougherty, president of
Guardian StaiT Writer
could not be used for faculty
the WSU Honors association.
leaves, according to Hubschman.
Mike
Solimine. a member of the
Three Wright State students
The only way a faculty could take
WSU Honors committee, and
leave since then has been with- attended the Spring 1977 RegionKimberly Lylc presented one of
out pay. The recent -nactment of al Honors conference.' held held
the workshops. "Honors and the
Section 3345.28 of the Ohio April 15, 16 and 17 in !he lodge
Commuter College", at the conRevised Code authorized the at Mohican state park, near
ference, "Kim presented the inWright State University Board of Mansfield.
The conference was held under troduction, Mike explained the
Trustees to approve the estabWSU honors program, and I
lishment of a faculty improve- the auspices of the Ohio Area
Honors association, and wis or- presented the problems facing an
ment program.
"The current law says that ganized by the University of Honors program in a commuter
each university may have t policy Cincinnati. Ohio State University college," Dougherty said.
Other workshops presented at
of professional leave program and Wright State University,
which is positive because it according to the schedule of the conference included "Selec

WSU students
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Mother's Day Specials
. corsages . cut arrangements
blooming plants
Cash & C a m specials
Starting at $1.25
Ask about i|uan.'itv prices and fund
raising plans for organizations.

FLORIST2173 N F A I R F l E l D R O . DAY TON OHIO 45*31

426-4253

Noon to t>:(Ml Daily
Noon to 4:00 Sunday
Phone 9:00 to 9:00

PARTIES • WIRE • BRIDAL

and Plan 111 supports the
t> facultymember for three quarters at
fifty percent salary.
The proposal will come before
the general faculty meeting, May
10. and if approved, go to the
Academic Affairs Committee of
the Board of Trustees. It will
then come before the Board of
Trustees. June 8. Hubschman
said "1 see no problems with any
of the steps."

honors conference
live Living Arrangements and
the Honors Derm" presented by
Ohio State University. "GUided
Study and Independent Majors"
presented by Peter Hall of the
University of Cincinnati, and
"Whither OAHA?" presented by
Dr Mclvin Feinberg of Kent
Statve University.
The Ohio Area Honors association has not been very active
recently, according to Jacob
Dorn. director of the WSU Honors program. "Kent State. Ohio
State, and Wright jtate have
been the only really active mem-

Lost and found

Closest FLORIST
••
e
••
••
••
•

attend

submit aa
leave will be required to submit
proposal of their program
through their appropriate academic unit to the university president.
Three plans are offered to
e'igiblc candidates; Plan I supports the faculty member for one
quarter at one hundred percent
of salary. Plan II suppofs the
faculty member for two quarters
at seventy-five percent salary.

Security and Parking Services will conduct an auction of lost and
found articles on Friday. May 20, 1977. The auction will start at 9
am and close at 1:30 pm in the Allyn hall lobby.
Items of low monetary value will be tagged or priced and the
items of higher value will be sold by silent auction with a written
bid. The bids will close at i pm and the results will be available in
room 241 Allyn hall, after 2:30 pm. Those bidding will be
responsible for checking the results the day of the auction and the
winners will be required to pkfc up and pay for the items Before 5
pm ihat day.
If you feel that an item belonging to you is listed below, come to
room 241 Allyn hali between 8:30 am and 5 pm Monday through
Friday and upon further identification, claim the item:
I books, hells, gloves, mittens, scarves, hats, sweaters.
I discecling kit. folders, glasses, glass rases, contact cases.
[sung/asses, bracelets, necklace, watches, cards, cigarette cases.
I lighter, coffee cup. cos-nelic bag. cosmetics, flashlight, hub cap.
I locks, papers, pill box. coin purses. sus/H-nder. pipes, ihermos.
I scrapbook, calculators, miscellaneous items, notebooks, stationery.
I umbrella, beauty rims: keys (will not be sold, but disposed of).

¥FAt& &u*tcl€ify wA&n yau
ofl lAtcdAefa . . .

bers." he said. "The Uuversity
of Cincinnati has been becoming
more involved lately. We hope
that the state organization will
revive."
"1 thought the conference was
very successful." Dougherty
said. "A lot of problems were
discussed, and some solutions
were suggested."
"Mike was appointed as the
Wright State representative to
the planning committee for the
OAHA by those present at the
conference." Dougherty said
Of WSU involvement in the
OAHA and the National Collegiate Honors council, Dorn said,
"I have made a point that
students attend State and National meetings."
Of the future of the WSU
honors progran:. Dougherty said
that many proposals have been
made, "For one thing, we're
planning on trying to implement
an Honors lounge, though space
for it may be hard to find."

Candidates

(continued from page 1)
tative; were not present at the
session, nor did they have someone present to read a prepared
statement.
There are no announced candidates for graduate studies represenatitive.
During a question and answer
session following the prepared
statements. Sideras was asked if
he had been accurately quoted in
The Guardian concerning his remarks on a test to be administered to graduating seniors. He
answered. "My primary mistake
was engaging in idle speculation
with The Guardian...this was
simply one proposal to make the
administration more responsible
to the students...the test would
be options!."
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WSU forensies squad takes its place in top ten
BY RON WUKESON
Guardian Staff Writer
Th< Wright State Forensic
squad placed eighth in the National Forensic Association Individual Events tournament, making
the first time WSU has placed in
the top ten in national competition.
Junior Laura Fasbinder became the Srot national finalist
from WSU. placing f-fth in the
nation in the area of sftcr-dinner
speaking. Senior Lucinda Marker
was a quarter finalist in dramatic-duo interpretaticn, and Freshman Patricia Bcnington and Jacqueline Studer were quarterfinalists in the categories of
extemporaneous speaking and
dramatic-duo
interpretation,
respectively.
18 undergraduates represented
WSU. only one of the 144
colleges and universities competing at the nationals. Schools
came from 36 states and one
Canadian province. Quebec.
Reaching the top ten in nationals was "a goal we set in October
of last year." said Ka'.hy Ben-

der. coach for the team and
advisor of the WSU Forensic
club. The Forensic group also
reached one of their other goals,
placing third in state competition.
The "largest tournament of its
calibre since its inception in
1971," according to Bender, the
NFA tournament "was 85 short
of having 2000 students" competing in nine speaking and interpictative events.
The nine categories of competition at the tournament were
persuasive speaking, informative
speaking, after-dinner speaking,
extemporaneous speaking, impromptu speaking, rhetorical criticism. prose interpretation, poetry interpretation, and dramaticduo interpretation.
The national competitions begin with four preliminary rounds,
with four judges (comprised of
coaches or graduate students
qualified in a particular area of
speech). The preliminaries take
in all entries, and weed out all
but the top 24 in each event.
For semifinals the number is

.90 minute

Wright State Nite- Tonite
The Mouse that Roared
NiteCiub

concert

schedule

i:

Time

Price

Victory Theatre

7:30 pm

$5.00

UD Arena

2nd Cilapter of Acts

6

Forensic team researches and
writes speeches, practice, and
cuts scenes from plays for interpretation.
WSU will be offering "small
academic scholarships" beginning next year said Bender.
Other universities offer larger
scholarships to recruit Forensic
members.

Place

Leslie West Band

Mav 5

6

market

Group

Date

Lou Rawls and Dennis William

«

M

8 pm

$3.00

Memorial Hall
Columbus
Memorial Hali
Columbus

8 pm

$6.50/7.50

8 pm

$5.50/6.50

Hara Arena

8 pm

$5.50/6.50

8 pm

$5.50/6.50

8 pm

$5.50/6.50

7

Bob Seger & Stars

10
11

Bob Seger & Stars
(Make-up for February 261
Joan Bic7.lt Danny O'Keith

15

Heart and Walter Egan

Memorial Hall
Columbus
Memorial Hall

19

Heart. Foreigner: Walter Egan

Hara Arena

7: JO pm

$5 50/6.50

20

Bay City Rollers

Hara Arena

7:30 pm

$5.50 6.50

28

Emerson. Luke, Palmer

Riverfront

8 pm

$7.50/8.50

29

Uriah Hecp & St> *

Hara Arena

N pm

$5 50 6,50

i

I

university
food
services

Kathey Bender, who led the WSU forensies squad to its eighth
place national berth, displays trophy. [Chris Pfedderer photoj

Phi Mu Sorority
Presents

Eau Claire, Marsha University
(Wesl Virginia), Bowling Greer.
State University. WSU. Illinois
Central University and More-head
State University (Kentucky).
Forensies is a program of
academic competition between
colleges in the realm of public
speaking and oral interpretation.
Between competition, WSU's

cut down to the top 12 of each
event, and the finals include only
the top six in each event. "At
that point there are more judges
than spcakets." noted Bender.
The top ten Forensic teims.
from first place to tenth, were
Eastern Michigan University.
Ohio University. George Mason
Univcrsitv (Virginia). Wisconsin-

University Center Cafeteria
Closed for Dinner
Friday, May 6
Enjoy the Rathskeller Italian Menu
from 4 3 0 - 6 3 0

• Proper dress attire
• WSU IDs are required for this
special party
Admission: 50* at the door

All the pizza you can eat
Also join us May 10 for our
Gong Show
We need contestants
Contact Matt Mathew
before midnite Mon. May 9
Contestants will be eligible for muscular
distrophy televised Gong Show in June.

Ala Carte

Dinner
Tossed Salad

Tossed Saiad $25

Choice of.

Salad Bar all you can eat

Ravioli

Ravioli

Spaghetti with meat sauce

Spaghetti with meat sauce

Garlic bread

$.75

Garlic. Bread

$100
Pitcher of beer

$.50

$125

$10

$.75

I

Urigljt &tatc Cfaariian
EdHn
Thomas Beyerlein
Managing Editor
Lance Goldberg
Newt Editor
Susan Callan

MKBfWMmffB

Bucr, qpNRiu^L ,
mm Anggk;

.»m
up wrw A REUOUJ1T0NAW N^W FORM OF MoTfYf
f v m THAT RUMS ON COAL
mm) OF OIL....

AMOctato Editor
P4rr r 1cns
'
Cop) Editor
Dave McElroy

GDptmmi
CBS resells p r e z

The president who once sold us down the river is now selling us
down the tubes-TV rubes that is.
Nixon s televised Frost interviews are the result of years of
experience as a flesh peddlar beginning with the Checkers speech
of the I960 Kennedy/Nixon election and maturing through his tear
jerking 1974 resignation speech. For one who has constantly
berated the media. Nixon is certainly profiting from his age-old
arch enemies.
Reportedly, he is receiving the tidy sum of S600.000 plus a
percentage for this highwater mark in confessional television.
In pursuit of Mary Hartman's dramatic intensity. Nixon
manages to keep a straight face while confiding to potentially 92
percent of America's households that he cvvld have stopped
Watergate had he not been busy running the country.
"That 's not a Justification, that 's an excuse. " quipped Nixon.
If you feel that Nixon has been bamboozling you since his
involvement in the McCarthy witch hunts, then boycott the Frost
interviews. Simply don't watch them. Nothing will scare off
sponsors faster than bad Nielson ratings.

Administrator

apathy

The GUARDIAN would have brought you the results of your
election today, unjortunatefy...
The cry of student apathy is often heard on this campus, both
from student organizations and from the administration, whenever
we. as students refuse to be interested in something someone else
feels we should be interested in. And. at times, this is all too true.
Now. the problem is not student apathy, but administrative
apathy. Members of the .'student Election commission were willing
to stav late Wednesday nighl. a fter polls closed. aUd count ballots.
Unfortunately, no authorized person from the Dean of Students
office was willing to stay, and certify the election results. So
counting of the ballots cannot begin until 8:30 Thursday morning
Election results should be known by noon.
The GUARDIAN must be at the printer's by 7:00 for you to he
reading i: on time. We regret we could not print timely results, but
will have complete election results in Tuesday s |May 10. 1977]
paper.
Meantime, tune in to WWSU for election results.
The Wright Stale Guardian is published on Tuesdays ana
Thursdays during the academic year under the authority of the
Student Media committee of Wright State University.
Opinions expressed in cartoons and editorial columns do not
necessarily reflect the opinions of the WSU administration, faculty,
or staff
News shorts, campus happenings letters to the editor, classified
ads. and news tips can be submitted to the Guardian office. Q4*>
Univcrsitv Center Wright State University, Dayton, Ohio 45431
873-2505
Designed by Black lemon Productions,
advertising manager
linda veeland
business manager
spring white
secretary
judv Williamson
artist
Jimmy greene
photographers
phillip frederick,
•paul gardiner. robert marcrim. robert paulson
staff
cathv' calkins.
r"hert collier, cheryl c onatser. tarry cooper, ken durbar, chcrles
dymond. eduardo garcia, dennis geehan. kathy gasper, tim
mhr.son. Jeff lacon. barbara land, r.ibert marcum. teleia mccabe.
susan opt ramonda rawls, rick scarff. less schroerluke. carl
hmidt. richard vorpe. ron wukeson, david a yetter
. 'reader
mary block
- •iters
dee JoneL, patti melnikoff
r
robert pruetl
beavercreek news

McElroy's musings

E n e r g y slavery p l a n
David A MeEiroy
President Jimmy Carter's recently unveiled energy policy
does not appear to be verypromising. and it oven appears
that our smiling president has
sold out to the fuel i-onglomer-tes.
His basic p!an merely calls for
higher prices for fuel, decriminalizing pollution, and increased
tax revenue from fuel sales,
instead of launching a massive
effort to convert our nation to
alternative energy sources which
arc technically feasible today.
Instead of protecting the public
from the likes of Exxon. Standard
Oil. and the Columbia Gas
Transmission Company. Carter
has joined them, and the US
government will profit from those
heavy gasoline laxes he planned.
Very few of us stop to think
about the situation which will
eventually happen; the total lack
of fossil fuels. Raising prices will
not greatly reduce fossil fuel
consumption becasue our indu
strial society is built to operate
on them, and industry and pri
vate consumes alike must have
fuel, al any cost and the fuel
barons know it, iike a dope
dealer knows his junkies.
The leaders of ou' nation all
cry thai our economy will be hurt
if we don't protect our giant
industries. They do not want to
convert our nation to alternative
energy sources at this time be
cause they ha ve not yet devised a
way of centralizing those sources. and forcing the public to buy
alternative enrgy from them.
Instead of promoting energy
independence, they promote energy slavery, and do it with the
money extorted from the consumer to get those double and
triple profits each year. Every
business works for profit, but is
this responsible, reasonable business?

Some cf our leaders. Governor
James Rhodes included, insist
that only by burning high pollutant coal and easing emmission
control standards can we hope to
survive. They say environmentalists are overlv concerned.

Everything has an effect, and
in the last century ol industrialization our planet has been poisoned more than it ever was
since its beginning, and all for
the sake of profits and economics.
What uill our leaders say
when they are gagging for
breath? Sell us gas masks and
oxygen bottles?
And who is going to tow all the
gas guzzling msehines IO the
scrapyard when there is r..i gasoline for the tow trucks? Imagine
being on a street full of rusting,
useless ;ars and trucks.
Those bogus fuel shortages are
actually ails of extortion. The
companies say they need more
money to in Tease production,
but figures have shown them to
not really use t!-eir price increases for production development. Do you think that prices
would go down if production
increases? I don't
Ccncerned citizens who would
really like to do something abort
(his situation could help by not

purchasing new gasoline powered cars since the future of
gasoline powered cars is not too
bright. There are a number of
ways thore few grand could be
used to actually save money
while .unserving fossil fuels,
instead of paying through the
nose.
The price of an average midsize to large sedan is comparable
to the price of a wind powered
generating station for an average
home. No more electric bills.
The price of anything from a
used heap to a Mercedes could
heat your home, depending on
your home and the system chosen. Several different types fo
solar heating systems are avail
able, ranging from exotic compu
terized types to simple ones built
from junkyard parts. They arc
proven to be operable and economical. Several contracting companies arc building whole trails
of solar heated homes, and not
all of them are in the sunny
states. A number of solar heated
homes have been built in Ohio,
to the owners' satisfaction.
A number of electric cars have
been proven successful as urban
commuter cars, and of course
there were the old steam cars
which ran on just about anything,
including wood. But you won't
find many ot these cars being
produced because the great fi
nancial powers (sieve masters!
feel that they can sell a few
million more gasoline powered
vehicles before they squeeze the
last drop of oil out of the Earth.
The Mother Earth News is a
good publication in which to find
up to date information on alternative energy sources and their
development.
Don'! buy a new gaioline
powered car. do something about
the situation instead of c implicating it.
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Students complain about media money woes

.
r
.J.
.
i
.L...,
. L . . .
. ' . l o n i i f r m n i other
n t h w than
t h « n running
n;
organizations,
dent activities when the univer- requires many hours of work a? upset as I do about these
To the editor:
numerous announcements that
1 am very upset by the revel- sity had already appropriated each week and about thirty hours pseudo-responsible student piper week of office hours. Hie rates who are stealing from their benefitted 29 on-campus organiations about the Budget board's money for them.
Budget board member Nelda tabloid format which is in its first fellow students and giving the zations and departments, includslashing of student activities.
ing Student Caucus? And with
money bark to the university.
More upsetting thou? 1 is She at- Martinez says that students do- year demands more time and
such projects as refurbishing the
Randy Marshall
titude expressed by members of ing high-level jobs in student effort than the old magazine formoat requiring monetary approTo the editor:
. NEXUS editor
Budget board in the article about organizations gaii. experience to mat. For at least six years the
In your May third issue, you priations. isn't WWSU asking t
editor's salary has been $1000 for
student salary cuts in the May 3 list on resumes. I am Nexus'
editor. There really aren't much the entire year. Now Budget ran an article concerning the bit much? After all, last year's
editioi. of the Guardian.
yard sale was only the most
George Moore, Budget board jobs available to former literary board has cut it to $500 for the Student Caucus meeting of the
important step in WWSU going
chairer. summed up the attitude magazine editors. Ii addition. I year (This amounts to $25 every previous Friday. The article was
very informative. After an hour on the air And as Mr Strub said
of the board when he said, "...if am an environmental health ma- ,wo weeks for about 60 hours of
and a half of debating such at the meeting. "These guys are
wc can do it for $90,000. there's jor and being Nexus' editor wffl work).
"If anyone gets .•'aid St pertinent topics as the girl using working now—Let's see what
no excuse for doing it for $95,000 ahve no effect on my future
they can do."
(WSU's appropriations for stu- employment as if it has ever shouldn't be the editor." says some official spray paint and
Well, jerks, turn on the radio
dent activities)." In other words benefitted anybody jobwise to Moore. ! fee! that this is an insult whether or not the moat should
to the work 1 have been doing be turned into a botanical show- and maybe you'ii find out what
this years Bk lget beard would have been a Nexus editor.
they
ian do. and what they've
Nexus exists to publish student this year. 1 hope that any stu- case. they rather indifferently
rather give money back to the
been doing. Maybe then you'll
university than to the student writers here at WSU and to give dents who have enjoyed reading turned uovn WWSU's request
Nexus or have gone lo the stu- for money to help fund their y£Td realize who deserves the money.
organizations it was intended for. examples of poetry and fiction
Until then. Happy Gardening.
This amounts to students (Bud- being written all over the US and dent Ombudsman for advice or sale. And why not? What has
Dan McCormack
get board) short changing stu- Canada. The job of Nexus editor have attended a UCB concert feel WWSU done for any on-campus

Controversy over art continues at Wright State

To the editor:
I fee! compelled to answer the
incredible letter written by
James Katie in the April 28 issue
of the Guardian in which he
demonstrated his prowess as an
art critic. For him to suggest that
" 'good' science is that which is
understood, liked by a majority of
its intended audience" has left
me dumbfounded. Arc we really
to assume that the general populace is that omniscient? Much of
the scientific work of Leonardo
da Vinci was considered nonsense or the work of a devil
because he was exploring areas
of our world not understood by
the people. If we assume that
Katie is right, then da Vinci was
a crazy hcretic indulging himself
in " b a d " science. Through immediately condemning things
one docs not understand and
demonstrating the complete lack
of abiiity to made than leap from
tne "hard" sciences to aesthetic
and social concerns Mr Katie has
reinforced my belief that we

reliance on taste is an example of
his misunderstanding of the nature ot' artistic activity and inquiry. His ridicule of the sand
bags or random boards (which
are not so random) is based on
confusing of crafts with art, of
defining and restricting the discipine. and hence its ability to
explore and develop new methodologies. He does not realize that
Kathleen I Letson
art exists in the head rather than
in the hand. What becomes art in
any moment of history is based
To the editor:
It is clear that Mr Katie docs on our governing constructs. We
not know the difference between have dismissed works of art in
art and decoration, taste and un- the past, such as the Impresderstanding. He is applying the sionists. Van Gogh and Gothic
concepts of one to the other. A art because of a failure to realize
confusion exists between bad and the limitations of our paradigms
good art only if one assumes its and their premises. Our conceppurpose is to decorate a wall ro tual restrictions are the barriers
space. Since art today is not against which we must always
decoration but exploration and attach and question. Failure to
investigation the concepts bad re-examine is a failure of the
aod good have little relevance to intellect; a failure exemplified by
"thinking" of Mr Katie. His
its raison d'etre.
Art is not meant to please in normative proscriptions arc antiany hedonistic sense nor is sci- thetical to the concept of invesence. Consequently. Mr Katie's tigation which lies at the center

must get general education back
into the Universities, that specialists and technccrats will break
down the more enriching elements of our culture through
their ignorance, and that the
"computer age" will have little
to offer us except cold accurate
efficiency.

Caucus Rep Mike Morris draws rebuttal
An open letter to Mike Morris
1 would like to address your
meager attempt at criticism of
the
Guardian's journalistic
prowess. As an ex-Guardian staffer and veteran of the OV Post,
the best college paper in the
country. 1 feel obligated to address your letter on a number of
issues. Not only was your letter
characterized by mediocrity but it
was also rampant with error.
At the outset. I would like to
correct your correction of the
headline of Tuesday. April 2o.
which read "Business school
loses graduate accreditation."
This particular headline may
have been clearer if it read
"Business school loses graduate
accreditation bid." Obviously the
"bid" did not fit. The head
wasn t an attempt at sensationalism, you have just used it to
nitpick-"mediocrity" in a word.
Besides, anyone who attempts to
make a supreme court case out of
a few posters should (correct
usage) feel rather asinine about

criticizing someone rise about
sensationalise.
Second!;.1, what the Academic
council is or does, what the
Appeals Board is oi dots. etc...
ad infinitum are examples of
questions answered by the undergraduate catalog and the Ombudsman's office. Such technical
questions do not qualify as "hot
news items." at least not in my
book arfyway.
In addition, you criticize the
Guardian staff of being cold to
students. I have found the Guardian office the warmest on campus. It is true that if a student
eaters th*; office and stands by
the door he will probably not be
noticed, but this is probably due
more to the fact that the dozens
of students who enter the office
every dsy te pick up their copy of
the Guardian do not need assistance than to any callousness on
the part of the staff.
You also say something about
the paper's bills being paid by
students. You fail to mention

here that the Guardian is one of
the largest student employers on
campus and that a!l of these
salaries are paid out of advertising income. Of course you may
claim ignorance of these facts,
possibly with an indication that
you though all the ads in the
Guardian were there for their
aesthetic value, but, "I don't
believe you're that dumb."
Furthermore, you claim that
the Guardian staff has beer,
editorializing in "every article."
! have my own criticism of the
Guardian s reporting, but 1 have
seen very little unnecessary bias
in its news.sports and features.
Lastly, you turn to Student
Caucus. You fee! '.hat Caucus
"...has done a number of positive. beneficial things this
year..." but other than giving
itseif a plaque you don't mentior
anything Caucus has done. What
has Caucus done that really
benefits students anyway? If you
really think Caucus has done a
(continued on page W

*

of artistic scientific activity.
The investigation of science
and those of art have this central
fact in common (among others).
Being concerned with cxplora
tions of experience the disciplines are not primarily con
cernfd with qualitative judgements stemming from taste. Nor
arc the disciplines involved in a
political gai'ic where standards
of majority feeling operates as
criteria for relevance. Sincc when
is the pursuit of knowledge
subject to taste or are we to be
place back in the middle ages.
His rhetoric and arguments are

amusing sincc it recalls the inquisitorial aspects that undcrly a
fear of ideas that challenge the
basic tenents of our "faith." We
all know that Mr Katie is one of
the majority. 1 prefer the minority view.
Finally. I leave the Katies of
the world with a statement from
Ad Rheinhait. an artist who suffeied from the ignominy of tastes. "...isn't it nice that the
obligation to be intelligent does
not extend to the field of art."
Edward Levine
Chairman, Art Defirtment

campus t}appentii00
thursday, may 5
spanish club meeting--2:30-4 pm. oscar cano will present slides of
spain. free.
thursday. may S
career options for educators work shop-12:30 pm-4 pm. for seniors,
certification candidates and iluinni in education who are not
experienced teachers, to sign up. contact career planning dc
placement (873-255b), 134 oel.nan hall.
tuesday. may 10
career planning group--*: 15-3:15. 1st of 2 sessions for students
who have a major but are uncertain of what career direction to go.
to sign up. contact career planning and placement. 134 oelman
hall.
tuesday. may 10
"career planning " session /-2:15-3:15 pm. a free 2-session group
for students who have chosen a major but are unsure of a career
direction, sign up in career planning A placement. 134 oelman
hall.
Wednesday, may II
"career exploration", session /-2:10-3:00 pm. a free 2-session
group for student who have not choser, a major, will explore career
"ptions and help make tentativt major and career choices, sign up
in career planning & placement, 134 oelman hail.
Wednesday, may II
english e'ept colloquia seriej~.V.30 pm. ISSc university center,
symposium on critical approaches to literature, speakers-profeisors william baker, ellen danos. mary pringle. martie sammons,
kathy spencer, and donald swan son.
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WSU Judo Club IIMU
Tournament
On Sunflay, May 8. the
Wright Stale Judo Oub will
host its first annual tournament to be held in the Physical Education building starting at 11 .m. Competition will
consist of Jr and Sr divisions
representing twelve states
and Canada. Admission—
adults $1, and children. SO
cents.
Dayton Contemporary Dance
The Bolinga Cehter at WSU
proudly presents the Dayton
Contemporary Dance Co, in
concert May 6 at 7 pm in the
Concert Hall of the Creative
Aits building, WSU. Come
and enjoy an evening of dance
and excitement, your admission there is to be there.
Drama on Child Abuse
"Dessie" is a thought-fovoking play of an abusive
mother's inner and outer existence, designed as a slimulus
for discussion of the problem
of child abuse. The play was
mitten and is performed by a
husbar.d and wife team: Linda
and Conrad Bishop, professional actors from Chicago,
Illinois. In the play. Linda
portrays Dessie. a woman
struggling to control her violent emotional mood swings
and regain custody of her son.
Sponsored by DAYTON
WOMAN' CENTER. 1.109 N
Main Street. Dsyton. Ohio;
Friday, May 6, 1977 at 8 pnt.
Tnis event is open to the
puolic SI .50 payable at the
door.
Youth Hostels
Looking for an inexpensive
way to travel this summer? Or
something tc do on a long
summer weekend. American
Youth Hosteis sponsors lowcost outdoor travel to local
points of interest in your area,
throughout the nation, and
Europe. The Miami Valley
Council of American Youth
Hostels is sponsoring an informative program on local
hostciing activities and those
of National AYH Wed;. May
11. in room 109 of O'Reilly
hall on the Univ of Dayton
campus. The meeting is open
to the public.
Consumer Credit Expert
A nationally-recognized expert on consumer credit will
speak on Consumer Credit
Regulation Its Cost and Benefits at WSU on Monday.
May 9.
Dr Robert W Johnson, Prolessor of Management in Purdue University'*. Krannert
Graduate School of Management. will begin his talk at 3
pm in room 173 Mill—tt hall.
Sponsored
by
Wright
State's Armco Lecture Scries,
Johnson's talk is free and
open to the public.
State Fidelity Swings
The next meeting of the
Community of State Fidelity
Savings will he he'd May 17 at
3 pm. 2601 Far Hills Ave. It is
an open discussion.

Blood Picuoic Month
Wright State School of Nursing students will be participating in "Greene County's
Blood Pressure Month-"by
doing blood pressure screening at Loftno's Supermarket in
Beavercreek on Wednesday
evening. May 11 from 6-9 pm.
The School's Mobil- Health
Unit will also be there. Students will be giving educational programs on hypertension.
Rehab Hub Klekofl
All undergraduate and graduate Rehab majors are invited to attend the first meeting of the Rehab Club on
Wednesday, May 11, 1977 at
4:30-5:30 in Room 158 Millett.
We need your help in getting
the club set up and ready
for full swing in September.
Refreshments will be served.
Wright State Night
Phi Mu Sorority will present
Wright State Night Thursday.
May 5 at The Mouse That
Roared from 7:30 pm till
closing. Wright State ID's required for discount. 50 cents
admissions at door includes
all the pizza you can eat. No
frayed or tattered jeans arc
allowed and no t-shirts. Age
requirement 18 for all.
University Commitees
All students who arc interested in serving on University Committee positions
should leave applications at
the Student Caucus office. 033
University Center or contact
I d Sliver al 873-2907.
(rodspell
The musical Godspell will
op?n May 6 at Wright State
University for nine pciformanccs through May 22. Tickets go or sale April !8 at the
box office in the Creative Arts
Center. Call 873-2500 for ticket reservations. Tickets are
S3 adults and $2 for students
-nd senior citizens.
Aid From Caucus
Student caucus has a surplus in i's 1976-77 budget.
Any request frons students or
stui'. iv groups foi financial
assKuncc to aid in campus
r-;i«tcd activities will be considereo. Requests can be
made al 0j"3 University Center. Deadline is May 6 at 3:00.
Job Interviews
Seniors, graduate students,
and alumni are eligible to participate in the on-earnpus interviewing program sponsored
by Career Planning and Placement. Upcoming interviews
include:
Fri. May 6-Dayton Public
Schools (teaching); l u e s . May
10-ACTION-Peace
Corps/
VISTA (volunteer positions):
Aetna Life Insurance (sales).
Wed. May 11-Vandalia-Butlcr Schools (guidance counstiiir, teachers); Wed. May
24 State
Life
insurance
(agent).
For more information con
tact Career Planning ar
Placement (873-2556) 134 Uciman Hal).

.lob Hunting Skill*
Before beginning your job
search (or summer »k-o
search), you should know .tie
basics of resume writing and
interviewing. To learn these
skills, attend the FREE workshops ofcred by Career Planning and Placement. On Wed.
May 18. Job Hunting and
Interview/Resume and Letter
Writing will be offered from
10 am-12 noon and again,
from 6 pm-8 pm. These workshops will take place in the
University Center, Dining
Room B. For more information. contact Career Planning
and Placement (873-2556) 134
Oelman Hall.
Real Estate Scholarship
i"he Dayton Chapter of the
Society of Real Estate Appraisers is offering a S300 scholarship to a student who is
pursuing a course of study to
become a real estate appraiser
or courses in a closely related
field. Financial need is also a
consideration. Interested students may obtain application
forms from the Office of
Financial Aid. 152 Allyn. The
deadline date for applications
is May 6. 1977.

Shorts
J u l Concert
The Wright State UniversityDepartment of Music will present the award winning
Wright State Jazz Ensemble,
under the direction of William
L Wittman. in their Spring
Jazz Concert on Tuesday.
May 10. 1977. at 8 pm. The
concert will be held on the
Wright Slate University campus in the concert Hall of the
Creative Arts Center.
The twenty-one piece ensemble will present contemporary jazz. Latin flavor and
popular music. The feature
selection will be the Award
winning chart from ihe Elmhurst Jazz Festival, ('osmosis,
written by former member
Mike Si/er. Otner selections
include: Magic Flea. Here's
That Rainy Day. Suspension
4. A Smith Named Greg, and
Malaga.
Admission is free and the
public is cordially invited to
Mlend.
Jewelry For Mom
Dan Phibbs will be on the
Wrighl Si.ite Campus in Allyn
hall Thursda> and Friday May
5 and 6 selling a variety of
jewelry from Egypt, Greece
and Pakistan. Come and get
something unusual for your
mother for Mother's day or
pick up a beautiful piece of
jewelry fcr yourself 1 Compliments of the Hollow Tree Gift
Shoppe.
Bowmen Oub
WSU Bowmen will meet
every Saturday from 10 am to
noon in the Auxiliary Gym.
Members are urged to attend.
All persons interested in archery are welcome.

Mother's Day Specials
The Hollow Tree Gift
Shoppe will be running a
Mother's Day Special all this
week. Come in and brousel I
Choose from a special display
of plants and fresh flowers
plus candy. Plenty of new
merchandise on hand to select
the perfect gift I!
P**ce Corp* and Vista
Kecreltment Drive
Volunteers in Service to
America (VISTA) and peace
Corps recruiters will be interviewing candidates for volunteer positions in tile United
States, Asia, Africa and South
America Tuesday. May 10.
Former volunteers in both
organizations will be on hand
to interview and entertain
questions from a-i<rested persons at the University Cen«r
from 9 am to 4:30 pm.
Openings are available in
Education, Agriculture, health
sciences, skilled trades and a
variety of other areas.
A college degree is usually
required, but in some instances experience or a combination of education and experience is acceptable for these
one and two-year positions.
Volunteers receive transportation to and from their
host country, housing expenses. a monthly living allowance. medical coverage, a
termination allowance u^on
completion of the assignment
and paid vacation.
Spring Nexas Deadline
The Nexus deadline has
been moved back to Wednesday May 11. Submissions
must be accompanied by a
se'f addressed stamped envelope and can be dropped off or
mailed to the Nexus office,
room 0(X> University Center.
Wrighl Slate University, Dayton. Ohio 45431. Poetry, fiction or artwork arc needed.
The Nexus contest is being
held for the Spring Issue.
First prize is J20. second prize
is S15 and thrid prize is $10.
The contest categoric" are poetry. riction and art.
All Active Clubs
The Inter-Club Council is
making their crientation manual for next fall. This manual
is distributed to all incoming
freshmen and is a great way
for your club to introduce
themselves. Please write a
short description of your club
and send it to the Inter-Club
Council office. For any further
questions. please contact
Patty Xnecr, inter-Club Council Director of Public Relations.
Recent Sceipture
The exhibition of Robert
Sibbison's Recent Sculpture?
will open on Thurs. May 5
and continue through Weds,
May 18. This one artist eahib'tioii will present new work
and models for new work on
hot.1: levels of the Main Gallery. and is continued cutside
where two sculptures will be
temporarily installed between
the Creative Arts Center and
the University Library.

M»y Daae
May Daze, the annual celebration of spring, will be held
Friday, May 13. 1977. from 10
am to 5 pm. Featured bands
wiil include Natty Bumpo.
Dive Workmen Blues Band,
Fall City Ramblers, and Waterfall. Eveiyone is invited to
come and have a good time
with plenty of games, music,
food, and beer.
Nursing Leader At WSU
The Wright State School of
Nursing will present Dr Mildred Montag, distinguished
lecturer and internationally
known leader in nursing,
speaking on "The Future of
Nursing Education." Dr Montag's lecture will be May 13.
1977, 2 pm in 109 Oleman hall
on the Wright State University Main Campus. Dr Montag
was a primary force in the development of Associate Degree programs in nursing.
Her presentation will be of
special interest to nurse educators. those nursing service,
and nursing students. There
is no charge for the program.
Stodrat Education Orientation
All students planning to
enter the College of Education
in the Summer or Fill Quarter
of 1977 are invited to take part
in the College of Education
Student Orientation. The orientation will be on Tuesday,
May 17, 1977, 3:00 pm—4:15
pm, and again 5:30 pm—6:45
pm. in the University Center,
rooms 155A, B. and C.
All prospective Education
majors are forewarned that
entrance requirements include
completion of 36 hours, a
cummulative gpa of 2.25, and
orientation attendance.
Job Handbook Available
MW Franks, President of
Acumen Enterprises a reemployment consulting service has announced the publication of a unique booklet
dealing entirely with the subject of interviewing as it pertains to the job seeker.
This informative, fact filled
work deals with topics such as
Basics for Successful Interviewing, Positive and Negative Influences to Interviewers. Questions Frequently
Asked in Interviews. Conducting the Interview, and FollowUp to the Interview.
The cost is $1. Write Acumen Enterprises. 498 No
Kings Highway. Cherrv Hill.
NJ. 08034.
Graduate Assistantshlp
A graduate assislan.ship is
available for a statistical program consultant. The applicant should have an applied
statistical background, preferably from liberal arts cr business. Additionally, applicant
should have experience in
running one or more statistical programs such as SPSS,
OSIRIS or BMD
The work period is 20 hours
per week, for the academic
year 1977-78. To apply contact: R'CC, Dr Donald J Schaefer. Director. Room 080 Library.

neme aljortfi cmrtitwrii
Off Campus Housing Seminar
Local attorney Robert Oakley of the legal Aid society
will be the speaker at a
seminar on off-campus housing to be held Wednesday,
Ma/ 11 at 2 and 4 pm in 117
Milk-It hall. Among the topics
to be discussed are the rights
and responsibilities of tenant
and landlord and locating and
setting up an apartment. The
event, sponsored by ihe Dean
of Students office, is free and
open to the public.
Intro to ECKANKAK
The ECKANKAR Interna
tional Student Society of
Wright State University, will
hold an introductory talk on
ECKANKAR-The Path of Total Awareness, Thursday,
May 12 at 1:00 pm in 155C
University Center.
The public is invited free of
charge.
Summer Wilderness Trips .Nol
For Kids
Adults who look longingly
at lists of summer camps for
kids can now plan their own
wilderness backpacking excursion during 10 weeks of Killington Adventure at Killington Resort in central Vermont.
Trips begin July 9 and
continue through October i.
cost of each w eek-long session
is $170.
The itinerary includes trips
to the Green Mountains of
Vermont, the Adirondacks of
New Ycrk. and the White
Mountains of New Hampshire.
Tuition rovers guide fees,
all meals, transportation including pick-up and drop-off
in nearby Rutland, a final
banquet at the Killington peak
Restaurant and a night's lodging at Killington Village.
For information write Killington Adventure. Killington.
Vt. 05751 or call (802) 4223333.

International Club Picnic
The International club will
hold a picnic on Sunday May 8
from 11:30 am to 6:00 on
Achilles hill on WSU campus.
Foreign food will be served.
All club members are invited.
Plng-Pong Singles Open
The international club will
sponsor a ping-pong singles
open championship cn Saturday May 7 from 2-6 pm in
room 043 in the university
center. If you want to enter
leave your name in mailbox
L2i8 or call 277-9459. Last
date for entry is 2 pm Saturday.
Orientation Assistants
The University Division is
now accepting applications for
Orientation Student Assistants to work on the Summer
Orientation program. If you
are a sophomore or a junior
with good communication
skill and enjoy working with
people, this may be the summer job for you. Apply now at
Financial Aid office. Applications are due at University
Division by Friday. May 6.
Volunteers seeded
Interested in giving a fewhours of your time in becoming a volunteer for JOY?
Jolly Old Youth is a group of
mentally retarded and handicapped adults who enjoy
spending their Saturday afternoons together! We are involved in different activities
such as bowling, movies, basketball games, roller-skating,
picnics, week-end camping
trip-,, etc.
Without volunteers such as
you. our success is limited, if
interested in sharing a small
part of your Saturday with a
friend not quite so fortunate,
or you would like lurther information please contact: Jan
Di*—Youth
i-oordinator.
Council for Retarded Citizens.
225-3001.

Placement E m m
Placement exams in the
areas of English, -leading.
Mathematics and Cireer Guidance have been scheduled at
the Western Ohio Branch of
WSU.
The scheduled exams are
set for May 28. June 9. July
28. August 25 and September
I. 8. 15. All tests will be at 9
am in Room 174A of the auditorium.
Placement exams may also
be taken by appointment with
Dr Douglas W Johnson. Director. Counseling & Testing.
WOBCWSU. Celina. Ohio
45822. 586-2365 or 394-3458.
There is no fee for the examinations or career counselingStudents are advised to review basic grammar and a!
gebra.
Graduate Studies Funds
The Wright State School of
Graduate Studies ahs funds
available for graduate student support in the form of
Graduate Assistantships, Graduate Teaching Assistantships
and Research Fellowships for
the 1977-78 academic year.
Stipends for the 9-month
appointments
are
*3050$3150.
$3300-$3400
and
$2fc00-$2700, respectively plus
fee waiver. Awards are granted based upon acceptance
the student into a graduate
degree program and upon recommendation from the appropriate department or program. Applications may be
obtained from the Graduate
Studies Office. 246 Allyn

Summer language Cvwses
The Modern Language department will be offering
again this sumawr intensive
courses in French, German,
and
"panish.
Elementary
courses in these languages
arc scheduled from 9-12 Mon.
Tues, Wed. and Thurs, and
intermediate courses will run
from 9-12 Mon, Tues, aod
Thurs. A student may take ail
or part of a sequence. For
students who need to fulfill a
language requirement quickly
or for those who prefer immersing themselves in » foreign language without the
burden of other courses, this
program is highly recommendct
Yard Sale
WWSU is planning it's second annual Yard Sale. May
2 7 . It will have much the same
format as iast year, selling
donated goods with a live
band for entertainment. As
we did last year, we are
asking for donations of unwanted. but usable items such
as clothes, records, toys. etc.
Any contributions will be appreciated, and your club or
organization will receive recognition. both on the air, and
at the yard sale itself.
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Discharge Review
The Department of Defense
(DoD) urges all Vietnam-era
veterans who received undesirable or general discharges
from Aug 4. 1964 to March
28. 1973 to contact the Joint
Liaison Office in St Louis.
Many may be eligible for the
DoD special discharge review
program. Vietnam-era service
members now in a deserter
status may also be eligible,
but must first return to military control for discharge.
The Joint Liaison Office is
open front 7 am to 8 pm (CDT)
seven days a week until further notice. The toll-free number is 800 325-4040.
Military deserters may inquire about their status by
telephoning collect the following numbers: Army. AC 317542-3354; Navy. AC 202-6942386: Air Force. 800-531-7500;
Marines, AC 202-694-2180;
and Coast Guard. AC 202-4261317,
India Pivsentaikm
Inter-Varsity will sponsor a
lecture and slide presentation
on India by a student who
worked as a missionary there.
The presentation will be held
from 12:30 to 2:00 pm in 112
Oelman today.

Four Winds Cafe
Dinner- 6^9:30pm
Lunch II :30-5
This weeks special
Oriental Cuisine
Spirits Available

250 Xenla Ave
May 6 & 7
Yellow Springs. OH
Jazz & Funk
"67-1144
4 mrnra A Pare Spirit
10:30pm 2:30am
$1.50 donation

Next weekend- Natty Bumpo Blues Band
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Introducing new J ' s middlewide
rolling paper, from the makers of
e-i wider. They re one and a half
pa pars in size. J S are mode from
the same quality paper as e i wider,
w i t h H>e right amount oi glue But,
'$ really great about new J S ?
ITS THE SIZE I
MOUNTAIN HOUSE GOES HIKING
Wherever you go . wiiatever vou do Mountain H.iuso Fri-ezo
Onetl loods go with you Ovei 100 pie-packaged and individual items Lightweight, tcesh tasting, quick and easy to
prepfiie. Eat and enjoy them wherever you go. Sold in retail
sporting goods outsets In Canada thiough Taymor Ind , Ltd.

^AtollNTAlN HOUSE
The gourmet restaurant you put
in your pocket.

WILDERNESS OUTFITTERS
3962 linden Ave. (In Eostown Shopping Center)
Daily 13 to 9-Sot. V to 5 252-5006
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MIDDLE WIDE
ROLLING PAPER
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OF F E R EXPIRES 7 '31 77

MAIL THIS COUPON AND A STAMPED
SELF-ADDRESSED ENVELOPE TO:
P.O. BOX 1785
GRAND CENTRAL STATION
NEW YORK. N Y 10017
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'Annie HalV is peak of Allen's career
Mad
River
Regional
Art/Crafts
Festival

Saturday.
M a y 14
Sunday.
May 15
10 a m - 9 prn
Free admission
to exhibits
Free parking

BY RICHARD A VORPE
Guardlin Feature Writer
Woody Allen's newest film
Annie Hall touches all areas of
urban neurotics. It is man strug
gling to survive in all of society's
madness. " ! believe that society
is divided up in two sections, the
miserable and the horrible. The
horrible are the crippled and the
blind, the miserable arc the rest
of us." says Alvy Singer (Wocdy
Allen) to hi* audience at the
film's opening.
Annie Hall is the peak of a
strangloy omnidirectional career
of Woody Allen. Not once during
the film docs Allen give way lo
fhc loose production standards
lhat may have flawed his second
film Take The Money and Run.
But in parallel to Money and
Hanenas stylistically. Annie Hall
is very similar.
Destruction of reality and the
destruction of filmic time are the
standard motifs in Hall. Allen's
plotting, has always been SOMCwhat like his earlier comedy rou-

tines. In Annie Hall, Alvy Singer
(Allen) stops and talks to strangers on the street about his
personal like. Continually he
seems to be talking to the audience.
Though blatantly episodic, the
pacing seems more the pattern of
Singer's thoughts, than a series
of sketches placed back to back.
That is thp signifigant difference
between Annie Hall and Allen's
previous films. Woody Allen is
becoming an impressively controlled director.
Annie Hall's characters strike
the audience with a more realistic tone. Both Annie (Diane
Keaton) and Singer make a more
bclievcable couple this time,
that: in the three previous films
they have done together.
Hopefully, this critique is not
becoming too objective. Annie
Hall is one of the funniest films 1
have seen in years.
Allen's sense of reality, is the
mad viewpoint :ha' seems the
direction in all his films. With
the release of Love and Death

Allen has appeared to want to
start doing some serious materials. Love and Death and Annie
Hall, though both excellent comedies. at points have important
serious themes.
Woody Allen is becoming one
of the most important comedy
filmmakers in the history of film.
Personally, 1 would place him up
with Chaplin and Keaton. All are
masier comedians, who knowhow to projcct. within each fiim's
text, a sense of the tragic irony of
the human condition.
Annie Hall's cast includes Diannc Keaton and Tony Roberts,
who both have appeared in previous films with Allen. Carol
Kane. Paul Simon. Collen Dew
hurst. Siielly Duvall and Mar-

shall McLuhan. give life to the
pieces of dialogue they share
with Allen as Alvy.
Mcluhan's presence is even
more impressive to some, because he barely spends - two
minutes on the screen and has
the audience ro!K.ig in the aisles.
I won't give away the reason
why. but. the entire film is worth
that two minutes.
Unlike any other comedy filmmaker. Woody Allen's viewpoint
is his humor. But, also like
Chaplin and Keaton. Allen is one
of the few people who can act.
direct ar«d write a film and not
make it look like an ego trip.
Annie Hall is a must sec, for
all who miss seeing a good comedv.

on the campus

Wright
State
University
3640 Colonei
Glenn Highway
Dayton. Ohio
An exciting
exhibit and
sale of
superior art
and crafts by
selected
artists and
craftspersons
All items
displayed will
be for sale.
Musical and
theatrical
performances
will also be
featured at this
two-day
festival of the
arts

Alvie Singer J Woody Allen)encounters himself as a nine-yearId.

Morris draws rebuttal
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(continued from page 5)
bang-up job this year then you
are obviously living in a fool's
"paradise." As far as publicity
for Caucus goes it is interesting
that your letter appeals in an

rm f%w v ffromy

— MAY 6 M> 7
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Springfielders
5 Drafts (Light & Dark)
Peanuts in the shell
(One of Springfield's Oldest Taverns)
Mellow Atmosphere

Iter

issue with an embarrassing Caucus story on the front page.
Personally. I feel that egotistical
Caucus members such as yourself receive too much publicity.
Tom Lee

She

is a lady's girl *
So \hr knons »hat you like . There are lots
of great games A glass e i f c W d lounge for
quiet fomentation a huge new danrr floor
Great music And lots more

Thursday

is Ladies

Night

Free Admission
and Reduced Drinks
for both
Gals and Guys
• But guys also know She is great fun

Try Us!
"Just a damn good place to drink
601 W. North
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college connection
Five months after the events at Kent State where four students
were shot and killed by National Guardsmen, Jimmy Carter,
running for governor of Georgia in 1970. repsonded to a statement
made by his opponent at the time concerning riot situations.
"I will commit the National Guard to take whatever action
necessary to protect innocent lives including shoot to kill orders if
that is necessarv as a last resort to restore order." said Carter.
The statement appeared in the October 26. 1970 edition of
Atlanta Constitution but there was no connection made with Kent
State. Nevertheless, the tenor of the tie was such that Carter felt
compelled to make the statement.
A call to the White House recently proved fruitless in getting
any further conimcm or confirmation regarding the statement
made by Carter seven years ago.
v-ORL'ALUS. OREGON-April 6- "Two persons wearing ski
masks and armed with a firebomb and fire extinguisher attacked
the Oregon State University campus security office and escaped
with one bag of marijuana from a display case."
Maybe there's a dope draught out in Oregon, or the two criminal
types were pretty desperate. The assailants entered a second floor
security office sometime after dinner, and threw ihe firebomb
against an office wall, following that action with a quick spraying
of arben dioxide from the fire extinguisher.
Security police at the university said that the marijuana taken
was at least 10 years old and due to its age the intoxicants are
gone and it would be like smoking dried leaves.
A returnable beverage container system would have saved 30 to
50 billion cubic feet of natural gas last year and alleviated I ie
effects of this winter's natural gas crisis, a national environmental
group said recently.
|r< a joint statement. US Representative James M Jeffords (R-Vt)
and Environmental' Action. Inc. a national citizens group, released
figures showing that substantial quantities of natural gas would be
saved if deposits were required on beer and soda containers.
Jeffords is chief sponsor of a bill which would establish a
national container deposit system, similar to systems already
successful in his home state and in several other states.
The Wall Street Journal reports that thousands of West Germans
may have eaten sausages of US horse meat believing they were
made from beef, according to customs officials.
The affair was discovered when import inspectors searched a
20-ton truckload of frozen beef on its way to the Ruhr area from a
Belgian meat e«porter.
Inside, original papers were discovered identifying the contents
as a horse-meat product originating in Fort Worth. Texas.
Later investigations showed that the Belgian businessman had
previously sold a total of 65 tons of horse meat, falsily labeled as
beef. The meat was later sold to sausage makers and distributed to
retail stores.
Mary Vecchio, the runaway teen-ager photographed kneeling
over the body of a Kent State student killed by National Guard
troops in 1970. pleaded innocent to prostitution charges last
November.
Vecchio. 20, was arrested in October on charges of prostitution,
massaging without s licence and lewd and lascivious behavior.
Vecchio was 14 yejfs old when her picture was taken, arms
outstretched over ihs body of Jeffrey Miller. The picture was used
worldwide an-i led tc her being returned home to the Miami area.
V
...
-WVU&—In Anoc With

W. James Bridges
Present*

IN CONCERT

JESSE
COLIN
YOUNG
with guest act WHISPER

MEMORIAL HALL
MAY 13 (Fri.) 8 P.M.

A l l S e a t s Res. $ 6 . 5 0 & $ 5 . 5 0
Tickets N o w At TICKET/CENTRAL in Eldet Beerman
(Dayton, Fairborn, P,qua. Middletown, Homihon &
Richmond*—SEARS (Downtown £ Springfield).
M A I L : Checks payable Ticket/Centra!, Elder-Beermat
Couthous* Plazo, Dayton 45«01. A d d 10« per ticket

handling
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The Doctor's

'±>8

Crooked penis c o m m o n
Q: WhcB I have an erection
there Is a bend of the penf*
about one and one-half to two
inches from the end. I have
had x-ray treatments but to no
atall. In lh.rrc something thai
can be done fur this condition?
A: Some slight degree of
curvature of the erect adult
penis occurs frequently and is
normal and does not interfere
with sexual functioning. On
the other hand, abnormal curvatures of the penis do exist
and the csuscs are many: a)
congenital: the curvature ita.-becn present since birth; b)
infection, in which curvatures
appear after a severe urethritis with scarring around the
urethra: c) trauma, which results in scarring of the skin or
deeper structures; d) aging, in
which a curvature appears in
older persons that is progressive and is accompanied by
pain.
If the curvature is slight,
non-progressive and not affecting intercourse, nothing
need be done. Otherwise consult a urologist.
Q: I Suffer fiom premature
ejaculation. Is there elteedve
treatment?
A: Premature ejaculation is
the most common male sexual
dysfunction. There are many
definitions; one of the best
states that a man who ejaculates more th^o 50 percent of
the time before his partner
climaxes 'assuming that partner is able to climax with
intercourse) is considered a
premature ejaculator.
The cause of premature

254-2636

ejaculation is psychological
and is brought about by performance anxiety. Often it
appears with the male's first
coital experience while in
other cases it may not develop
until later in life, in the
typical case the male ejaculates prematurely a lew times
and becomes anxious about
his inability to delay his ejaculation. As performance anxiety increases his premature
ejaculation becomes worse.
The best treatment of premature ejaculation v. as formulated by Masters and Johnson
and has ihe highest reported
CUM rate, often approaching
90 percent. This treatment
modality is carried out by
qualified sex therapists either
in a private or clinic setting
and requires a wife or partner
who is understanding, empathetic and cooperative.
Q: I am 24 and have been
on Ihe pill for one year. I
experienced pain during Intercourse to the point of feeling
like I am being torn apart. I
stilt hurt for several days and
can't have Intercourse. We
have Iried extra lubrication
but It doesn't help much. I
had a yeast Infection for a few
months last year and wondered If this co'ild have been the
cause. Am I Just too smali for
my partner? This has caused
problems with our relation
sh'p since the only thing I can
associate with sex Is pain
which Just leaves me unresponsive to my partner's
wishes.
A: There is no relationship
between the oral contraceptive and painful intercourse

Trn
Ulllkl

Questions should be adresscd to: Or Robert C long,
MD, Brill Plau. 3333 Bardstown Road, !x>uls%llle, KY
40218
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NEED TOUR S K I L L ! !

CINEMA]
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(dyspareunia).
There
are
many causes of dyspareunia
and they may roughly be
divided into physical and psychological. The most common
physical causes are: and acute
or chronic infection of the
vulva and vagina; chronic pelvic inflammatory diseases;
endometriosis, and uterine
prolapse. Psychologically,'if a
woman is not sexually aroused
the vagina will remain drv and
tight. Under these conditions
penetration is always painful
and intercourse often exerbates the pain because of lack
of lubrication with resulting
increased friction. When sexual arousal occurs, the vagina
becomes both deeper and of
larger diameter. Unoer these
conditions vaginal size is never a problem.
By all means consult a
obstetrician-gynecologist
so
lhat a correct diagnosis can I
established and appropric
therapy instituted.
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WSU Wheelchair Athletes place 3rd at state

BY KATHERLNi! GASPER
Guardian Staff W r i t e r

Ten Wright State students
finished third in the seventh
annual Ohio Wheclchair Competition in Columbus. Ohio April
22-23.
The standing of the students
are as follows; Bob Hill third in
discus.
first
slalom-electric
chaiv; Mike Harris first slalom,
second shot put and discus, iOG
yard dash, third javelin: Gwen
Orthwein first 880 yard dash. 100
yard dash, javelin, second shot
put. bowling: Karen lackey first
100 yard dash. 440 yard run. and
bowling: Laura Lippin first '5
yard backstroke, breastroke. and
freestyle: Bob Shephard third
shot put and javelin. Roland
Sykes: third slalom, second 100

Russell Smith: second 50 yard
butterfly, third 50 yard freestyle
and backstroke. 400 yard freestyle. l-m-100 yard: Mike Molesky first 50 yard freestyle, breastroke. and butterfly. 400 yard
freestyle, l-m-100 yard. 440 yard
run: Linda Scott first intermediate archery. 50 yard freestyle,
second discus, javelin, shot put.
The participating schools and
their scores were: Toledo Silver
S-.rcaks 155 points. Cleveland
Comets 144, Wright State University 132. Wayne State L'niverstiy 114 Kent State University
69, Capital University 59.
Karen Lsckey commented. "I
entered the contests not only
because I had practiced track but
also because 1 felt it would be a
great opportunity to meet people
and become more involved in

'The competitions were held for we could have had on a terrible
people who ran't compete with rainy day."
"!n regards to coaching stuable-bodied persons on an equal
basis. Each disabled person is dents. there is no difference. You
may
have to be more concerned
classified on a physical muscle
functioning basis. A person in with balance. 3ut you still use
class three will compete only the same motivational techniques
and the same personal concern.
with those in class three."
Peck commented. "The rainy There really should be no diffeweather presented problems with rence." Peck said.
Peck said "In the three years
wet hand rims on the wheelchairs
that I have been here, students
and water puddles on the track.
"In my opinion the games give always surprise me. You always
the students something to work have to reach students at their
for. and also because there aren't peak for that is when they do
that many outlets for disabled best. 1 always think, are tSiey
people in sports, it gives them an ready?"
A.-cording to Peck the stuoutlet." she said.
During the competition many den's will be participating in the
Pennsylvania
Wheclchair events
parents and friends attended the
games. "WSU students came May 13. 14. 15.
from the dorm and made us feel
super. It was the best reception

athletics. When 1 heard them
announce my name in first place
I was delighted and excited, l!
was really a great feeling especially since my mother, grandfather, and aunt were at the games
watching."
Laura Lippin stated. "At first I
was really unsure about entering
the competition. I'd never been
in any competition before so I
didn't know what to expect. My
coach, Yvette Peck, encouragcd
me to enter and helped me with
my training. I was really nervous
at the start of the races but when
1 found ou; the results 1 was
extremely happy and excited."
According to Yveite Peck,
students prepared for the games
since January. Students were
trained by interval, weightlifting.
and aerobic training. She said

Shoes Untied strokers dominate IM swim meet
BY PAMELA EDENS
Guardian Associate Editor
A well organized Shoes Untied
IM swim team dominated both
the men and women's categories
of the annual WSU Intramural
swimming Meet held last Thursday night in the PE building.
Nine meet records were set by

the winning team as its members
compiled a total of 157 points.
Only 277 points for first, setond.
and third place finishes were
scored by all our teams participating ir. the competition.
Despite the absence of more
than half of its team members
a determined CC team placed
second in the men's competition

and scored 11 points in the
women's category. Second in the
women's team scoring was Phi
Kappa Tau's Wienerschneitzels
with 28 points, followed by Bionics' total of 17, The Veo Box
Turtles placed third in the men's
team standings with 18 points.
The new- holders of WSU IM
swimming records are: Stephanie

Oberlehman and Vicky Grody.
tied in the women's 50 yard
breast, Cynthia McKenzie in the
50 yard backstroke. George Sideras in the 50 yard backstroke,
Cynthia McKenzie in the 200
freestyle, Teri Grody in the SQ»
yard butterfly. Teri Grody in the
100 yard IM, Vicky Grody in the
so yard freestyle. M Brunswick.

WSU's McGee a n d Gabringer
in the limelight
BY LARRY COOPER
Guardian Sports Writer

Sales and Service
1550 KAUFFMAN AVENUE
FAIRBORN

878-7322

Scuba
Diving
Swimming
Scu bit Hen In I*
Air Station
Trampoline**
Sun Bathing
Snaek Bar
Pienieing
Free P a r k i n g

CfcDANVIlLt

C McKenzie, D Racette, V Grody
and T Grody in the women's 200
medley relay. A Sheffield, G Sideras. A Dine, E Harman. W
Cleveland, and K Savage in the
men's 200 yard medley relay.

(ountrv clean air. freedom from
ira/fu
noises,
park
like
surrounding*. these
form
the
selling for lite jewel thai Is
SPORTSMAN LAKE. sparkling
pure spring water, unpolluted, as
clean and pure as Nature Inlended It
to he.
John llryan Stale Park is only 4
miU-s anay for overnifchl camping
D A I S A N D T I M E S OPEN:

Saturdays and Sundays
18 am til 7 pm
Tuesday thru Friday
12 noon til 8 pm
SEASON:

WSU guard Alan Mi-Gee has
been named as a Division II
Academic Basketball All-American by the College Sports Information Directors of America.
McGee is a pre-med major, and
has a 3.947 gpa.
McGee was the quarterback of
the Raiders attack last season,
setting records for assists for

the season with 122 and twice
tieing the WSU record for assists
in a game with 10. McGee's
highest scoring game came against Chicago State in a 103-69
Raider victory, when he threw in
25 points, mostly on long range
jump shots.
Pitcher Gary Gabringer's seventh victory '.his year, against
Bellarminc Saturday, has lifted
him into a tie with Bob Grote for
the most wins in a season.

Gabringer has lost to Miami
twice this year for his only losses
of the season. He will go for a
new record this weekend in the
St Joseph Invitational Tournament in Lafayette. Indiana.
Kent Stuck has tied another
Raider record with twenty stolen
bases in twenty one attempts.
Dave Newnam is just one
home run short of Bo Bilinski's
season record of six. aiid pitcher
Rick Burger is just one victory
behind Gabringer.

fc xpert Repair—Foreign and domestic cars
Wo'H Guaranteed One Yeai
808 South Central Ave
Fairborn. Ohio
Phone 879-0991

m

LAW SCHOOL I N T E R V I E W S
Counselors ate
available daily al th*

UNIVERSITY OF SAN FFRNANIW) VALLEY
COLLEGE OF LAW
to offer guidance and career planning

Mem.trial Day
thru
Labor Day
Certification Required for Scuha
Admission: A d u l t S2/Chlld S.75

SPORTSMAN LAKEUSROUTE42
C£DARVILLE,OH 4 5 3 1 4 | 5 1 3 | 7 6 6 - ° 0 4 1

Call or write USFV, 8353 Sepulveda Blvd
Sepulveda, California 91343. Tel 213-894-571 \
The College of Law offers a full-time 3 year day program as well as part-time
day and evening programs. The school is fully accredited by the Committee of
Bar Examines of the State Bar of California.
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decision

Newnam sparks Raiders to baseball victory

BY LARRY COOPER
Guardian Sports Writer
Kevin Newnam almost singlehandedly led the Raiders to their
first win over the University of
Cincinnati Bearcats on the
Wright State University baseball
diamonds as they took an H-5
decision from UC" Monday afternoon .
Newnam, batting third rather
than his usual first, belted a
bases empty home run in the
first inning, then came back to
cap a si* run Raider second
inning with another home run,
this time with the base; loaded.
Newnam also singled in the
fourth inning and walked in the
sixth for a perfect day at the
plate.
The Raiders big second inning
started innocently enough as
Barry Rowland grounded out to
the shortstop. Terry Flanary
leached first on the shortstop's
error, and Ken Fyffe struck out.
With two outs, Terry Mohr and
Denny Robinson walked, and
Mark Lucas was safe on a
fielders choice, scoring Flanary.
Kent Stuck walked to force in
another run setting the stage for
Newnam's grand slammer, which
was also the Raiders first hit of
the inning.
Newnam drove in Lucas with
his single in the fourth for the
Raiders last run.
The Bearcats scored twice in
the second when Brady Baldwin
singled. Jack Koznicki doubled to
score Baldwin, and later Brian
Templeton hit a sacrifice fly to
score Koznicki.
UC scored two more quick runs
in the second when Jim Ju.-np

SPOUTS
BY SUSAN OPT
Guardian Sports Writer

Wright Stare Women's tennis
had their first shut-out of the
season when they defeated Ohio
i-'ominican Tuesday, 5-0.
Raiders allowed Ohio Dominican to score points in only four of
the ten sets played.
Number one staiter Marilyn
Witt, junior, defeated opponent
Lynn WeibI 6-0. 6-0.
Sophomore Tena Hall repreated Witt's performance by overcoming Teresa Leah el 6-0, 6-0.
Ohio Dominican's Karen Daley
fell to Raider Christy Kirker.
junior, 6-0, 6-2.
Doubles partners juniors Debra Baker and Toni jtrubczewsii
chimed a 6-0, 6-4 win over
opponents Marty Sweenney and
Maroueneen Londergan
Senior Mary Brune and sophomore Cindy' 'itchcok teamed up
to overcome Ohio Dominicsr.'s
Lisa Lucijani and Erin Londergan
with a 6-1, 6-4 win.
The women will be on the
courts against Wittenburg at 4
pm at WSU. On Saturday, they
travel to Ada to meet with Ohio
Northern. Next Tuesday, the
women return home to play
against Cedarvilie at 3 pm. the
last home match of the season.

singled. Gary Herzog tripled,
and Pat Walthen hit a sacrifice
fly to score Herzog. Baldwin
finished UC's scoring with a long
solo homer over the scoreboard
in the eighth inning.
Mark South was the winning
pitcher, going all the way to even
his record at 5-5 for the season.
Miami came up with two big
innings that pllowed them to
!ea-e >.ilii their first two wins
ever it WSU 5-1 and 6-?, after
Tuesdays doubleheader.
With the score tied at 0-0 iu
the fifth inning of the first game.
Paul Gbar doubled. 5o..<t Isler
popped out to Dave Newnam at
first base. Ron Malone walked on
a full count and Al Leiningor
singled to drive in Gbur with the
Redskins first run.
With runners on first and
second with one out. John Shoemaker bounced the ball back lo
WSU pitcher Gary Gabringer.
Gabringer. in trying for the force
at third base, threw the ball over
Doug McMichael's head, allowing Malone to score. Jeff Rowlands' later singled in Leininger
for the Redskin'* tbhd run of the
inning.
Leininger accounted for the
rest of Miami's runs when he
belted a home run in the seventh
after Malone had walked.
WSU stored their only run in
the sixth when D Newnam singled and Flanary doubled to
score Newnam. Flanary was
thrown out at third when he got
stuck in the mud from the rainfall

Tie Raiders overcome the Cincinnati Bearcats 8-5. { Bob Paulson photo]
of earlier in foe day. as he wai
trying to stretch the double into a
triple.
In the second game. Miami
srjeed all of their runs in the
second inning as they pounded
Raider starting pitcher Rick Burger and reliever Doug Stoll for
seven hits. The big blast of the.
inning was a three run home run
by Leininger. his second homer
of tha da,.
The Raiders came back for two

C o m m o n Market lays egg
From College Press Service
A speaker at a London conference on food pointed out recently
that the Lord's Prayer contains 56 words, the Ten Commandments
297 words, the American Declaration of Independence 300 words.
But the European Common Market oirective or. the export of
duck eggs takes 26,911 words to get the message across.

Russian

produces

killer bong

Tufts University student. Jack Mahogov. a Russian exchange
student studying engineering, has produced a "killer bong." The
water pipe is six feet, ten inches tall. Three and a half inches wide,
it holds a gallon of water.
When asked about the "tokeability" of the pipe, Mahagov
replied, "Xjeodigpihhpirty dk-dk!"

Need a friend?

free pregnancy tests

quick runs in the third when
Flanary walked and Rowland
followed with a home run.
WSU's last run came in the
bottom of the seventh when both
K Newnam and Stuck reached
base on errors. Flanary walked,
and Rowland singled to drive in
Newnam for his third RBi of the
day. With the bases loaded and
(wo outs. Fyffe ".truck ouUo end
the game.

'WrunHfi

ABORTION
INFORMATION
SERVICE
CLINIC
Your Area

ASSISTING 1-24 WEEK
PREGNANCIES
TERMINATED BY LICENCED
PHYSICIANS
IMMEdlATE ARRANGEMENTS
WILL BE MADE WITH NO
HASSLE

call toll free

1 800-362-1205

The Rath
Invites You To
Enjoy your choice of Beer
at WSLFs Rathskellar
Old Milwaukee Dark
Black Label Light
T ubourg
Pabst

confidential care
Served A I! Day

For plasma donations.
© plasma alSance
Open Dallp Plus 4 Evening*
165 E Helena
224-11'3

Located in the
University Center
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STEREO CASSETTE DECK
-good condition. Reasonable
price. Ca!' 256-4348 or Mailbox H701 4-28
BEAR HC-300 target bow
w/sighi. 34 pound, excellent
condition. $125. If interested
leave note in mailbox B4S8.
5-3-4
FOR SALE: one kindness custom care electric curler set.
Large style (20 curlers), perfect condition, all attachments, $12. One copy only of
"The Association's Greatest
Hits." Perfect condition with
jacket and dust rover, $1.75.
Leave message in mailbox
D151. Will consif"-r offers. S-3
SELLING ONE GOOD looking
Gitane, Grand Sport deluxe
bicycle, 21" frame, 27"
wheels, 878-5432, $100. 5-3
SUNF1SH SAILBOAT: 14' Fiberglass with trailer and all
equipment. $325 firm. A146
or 254-6379. 5-3
LIKE NEW ZENITH Allegro
stereo with am-fm/eight track
record/turntsble/ and 2000 level speakers. Want S275 or
best offer Call 322-6054. 5-3
FENDER Musicmaster bass
amp. 12" speaker-good for
practice amp or beginner. 1
year old. excellent condition.
SI00. Call 873-2519 or mailbox
0658. 5 3
MOTEL CLEARANCE on
TV's. The Fairfax motel in
Springfield is selling 20 Motorola color TV's with built-in
am/fm radios. These sets are
going for $175 each. Picture
tubes arc guaranteed to work
on these 2 year old 19" sets.
Call 323-4915 or reply mailbox
R48. S-5
PANASONIC In dash AM-FM
cassette or 8 track. Fits ali
cars. Supply limited. List
$i79.95. only $89. Call 7661861. 5-5

Automobiles
197» LEMANS, 3S0 CI. 2bbl.
automatic,
power
brakes,
power steering, aid cond,
cragers. new tires. 35.000 mi.
Chocolate brown, brown interior. Very sharp. $3,100. Call
879 4V85. or 873-2920 after 4
pm. 4-7
1975 TOYOTA Celica-GT 5speed stick, blue metallic/
white vinyl top, am-fm stereo,
'nil instrumentation, 18.000
miles. Like new. Leave reply
mailbox Q526 or call 837-0256
after 9 pm. 5-3
1970 CAMARO 307 , 3 spd.
Excellent running cond. new
parts; looks good; must sell
SJ17S. Call 256-5245 eves. 5-3
67 VW BUG reliable transportation. Big engine. Asking
$350. 848-4396 after 5 pm. 5-3
FOR SALE: 71 C.maro, 3 spd,
am-fm-8 track stereo, rear
cragers. needs some body
wort,
engine just
been
checked. Call Paul at 878-5019
or L618 of mailboxes. 5-3

1965 BU1CK Wildcat, excellent condition. $450 or best
offer. Call 252-8327 or box
L421. 5-3
'69 FORD GALAXY station
wagon: V-8. auto transmission. PS. PB. radio. Call
878-4901 after 5:00 pm. 5-3
FOR SALE: 1970 MGB Roadste.- 40.000 miles. Very nice
condition, new paint job-red
with black convertible top.
wire wheels with good miehclin and purrelli tires, mechanically very gcod-new rebuilt
brake system. Selling to restore Austin Healy. Asking
$1450. Contact George at 4332188 or mailbox 0591. 5-3
FOR SALE: 1975 Yamaha 350
cc motorcycle. Showroom condition.'.' Less than 1000 miles.
$850 firm. Call 667-6785 (after
7:00 weekdays) or leave note
in mailbox FI39. 5-3
1974
with
chair
Call
5-5

FOSD VAN. Adapted
a power lift for wheeluse. Good condition.
1-325-2723 Springfield.

F o r RQIIL
ROOMMATE(S) wanted to
share farmhouse with couple,
located 5 miles from WSU.
Acres of open space. Animals,
garden, liberal atmosphere.
Rent is $75 per month plus
third utilities. Call 236-2076
5-3
GAY MALE needs person to
share large two bedroom apartment cheap. Call 278-6950
and keep trying or leave message in G548. 5-3
MALE STUDENT has apt to
share, great place, 20 milt
from WSU. Veranda, fireplace. two bdrms, hardwood
floors, etc. Very spacious,
with comfy and mellow atmosphere. Furnished in Early
Salvation Army, but other
icrniture welcome. Want: an
!>:niable straight male, student who accepts rcsponsi
bility Dennis. 277-6943. 5-3

COCKTAIL Waitress needed,
weekends "especislly. parttime. fulltime, nights, good
discc club. Cal! 429-2255. 5-3
WANTED:
Housecleaning
person, Northwest Dayton
2.50 per hr. 5 hours per week
to be arranged—Call 3050. 5-3
NEED 3 RESPONSIBLE ladies to work at Little Abner's
Cicktril Lounge. Part-time
nights, no experience nevessary. Must be 21 or over.
Have transportation, well
groomed and good attitude.
Call Ron STock'onat 234-7350
from 11 am-2 pm. 4-28-4
HELP! Make a brain injured
child better. We need volunteers I'/t hrs anyday of the
week. For more information
call Kathy 879-4850. 5-5-4
VOLUNTEERS are desperately needed to assist handicapped children. The United Cerebal Palsy is currently getting up bowling activities every Thursday afternoon from
3:15 to 5. but to be successful
we must have volunteers. For
more information contort Ted
Scharf at 767-7124 or 222-2113
or Barb Schilbred, Allyn Hall
mailbox M513. S-5

NEEDED: one farm bed or
flat bed truck for a church to
build a float for 4th of July. If
you can help call 426-34164 or
leave a note in mailbox G291,
Please hurry! 5-3

Services
TUTORING. Chemistry. Some
math. Dr. Farrier. 298-2088
4 12-7

Share-a-Rlae
RIDE NEEDED to Francc
around June 10. Will help
share in rowing and expenses.
Great opportunity to get good
tan! 5-3

Lggfr fe ?Q\LM

MAKE MORE th*n spending
money-the sky is the limit.
This is something special, A
national product Call-after 5
pm. 293 0844. 5-3-5-10

LOST-1 pair of eye glasses,
photo gray, brown plastic
rims, brown case, reward.
879-4985 or 873-2920 after
4:00 pm. 4-7
REWARD FOR RETURN of
cross-gold ink pen. with rcse
design, in leather case. Lost
April 13 in Allyn lounge.
Contact mailbox J23I. 5-3
LOST: Gray Radio Shack Calculator with blue and white
buttons. Lost in room 322 of
Allyr. Hall. If found, please
reply to mailbox F41. Reward
given. 5-5
LOST-three books loaned by
professor-needed vety badly
or else have to pay cost of
them. Lost in Millett hall. 2nd
floor. Are on !apan and Russo-Japanese War. Please return. Mailbox E592. 5-5

ART MAJOR (or anyone who
can draw) who has read Tolkien's The Lord of the King*
would like youi help in creating a T-shirt design. Contact
Debbie H215. 5-3

CONCERT is happening at
Wright State 5 27-77. Corns
and rock and roll in the Quad.
5-11:30 pm. 5-3

NEAT, quiet female to share
hojse with m d e and femalenon-smoker. Near WSU and
WPAFB. $1130 mo. 879-4208.
5-3
ROOM FOR RENT 15 min
from WSU. All in home, included. non-smoker please,
$115 firm. Leave note in Box
1136. 5-5
WANTED: Female to share
aprtment in Bonnis Villa. Call
426-8733. 5-5

Help Wanted

J

RECENT ISSUES OF Akwesasne Notes, an American
Indian Newspaper, are available (50 cents per issue) in
Millett Lobby on Mondays
from 2:30-4. and on Tuesdays
and Thursdays from 3:304:30. Notes is the official
paper for the American Indian
Movement (AIM). 4-^1
INTERESTED IN LOW cost
travel? Do you like backpacking. canoeing, hiking, caving?
Come join us! For more info
leave name and. or mailbox no
in K703. 4-28
CHESS CLUB MEETING every Friday. 1-6 pm. Lower
Hearth Lounge next to Rathskeller. Everyone welcome,
bring your own chess sets,
have fun with other chess
players. See you there! 5-3
FREE TO GOOD HOME-Kittens, 10 weeks old. litter box
trained. Call 429-0436. 5-3
NEED A GOOD watch dog?
He is small but Vv-ry obedient
and very playful. Could be a
good hunter if you have the
time to work with him. Just
too much for my small apartment. Free, complete with
dog house. Call 873-2576-ask
for Katie. 5-3
ATTENTION WSU! You'd
better show up at the Great
Pi Kappa Phi rock sale this
Friday and ransom back those
rocks or we're gonna pile
them all on the quad and cal!
it an art sculpture! The Pi
Kappa Phi rocknappers. 5-5
ATTEN TION WSU! The Great
Pi Kappa Phi Rock sale will be
held Friday. May 6, on the
quad from 10 am to noon!
Proceeds from the sales go to
charity, so gi e us some
support. Besides, these rocks
have so much character that...
well, you'll have to see it to
believe it! If it rains, the
booth will be in Millett. Be
there! 5-5
DO YOU WANT revenge on
an enemy (or friebd)? Then
contact the "Silly-String"
booth on May Daze. Only $1 a
hit! Phi Eta Tau Zappers. 5-5
ZAP! Prof s are our specialty!
All tht "silly-string" you can
imagine fax only $1 a hit.
Make a contract with Phi Eta
Tau on May Daze. 5-5
PONZOS ARE COMING!
What's a ponzo, you ask?
Find out May Daze at the Pi
Kappa Phi booth, 5-5
DON'T FORGET your Mother
this Sunday! The Hollow Tree
has some ne* Mother's Day
gifts. Choose some flowers,
potted plants, silver jewelry,
abalone candy, or a stained
g!ass ornaments. Much much
more! S-5
CHESS NUTS! The Hollow
Tree now has fancy chess
sets. We hive sets from
Mexico (.nd India. Onyx, malachite and ivory, come ch-dt
us out. 5-5

"INTO
BIORHVTHMS?"
Have yours calculated at May
Daze by the Egr club. Share
yours with a friend; Do your
cycles ina'ch? Match ours and
win a beer! 5-5

FersgnaS
TO THE OLD LADY in Prof
Demmy's 10:10 QBA 304
class. Why don't you shut up?
Signed Society for Prevention
of Noise Pollution. 5-3
HEY BIG! Save your knees—
stay off of roller skates! Utile.
5-3
CONGRATULATIONS to Dar
rell Reel, a newly engaged
(and incidently, off limits to
all) man of great distinction.
5-3
ALPHA XI DELTA: Congratulations on winning those outstanding awards at your Province Convention. WSU is
proud to have the Zeta Theta
Chapter of Alpha Xi Delta on
campus! 5-3
TO WILL: Thanks for the
great time Saturday. Looking
forward to many more. Love.
RW. 5-3
HB: I knew you wouldn't pass
up the chance to respond to
"The Ian Kid." Good work
and I agree! K. LS54. 5-3
DEAR ROGER the DodgerKing of the keyboards at WSl!
and fimous scrcnadcr-Bring
your guitar over and plav for
us. ilon't forget to study up on
your cows first tough-Patty.
Nanc and Joy. 5-3
ROGER THE DODGER says
bring the Beach Boys to the
May Da/e. 5-3
' O ROGER THE DODGER:
Have you learned anything
about rows? Like which end is
the head and which end gives
the milk. Nancy and Joyce.
53
NANCY-Havc you
gotten
much sleep on Weds lately'
Doger alias the Sandman. 5-3
"O V1R FRITZ Hemmclgarnyou let your joke grow old. It
was a pretty good prankexcept for one thing-! knew
about it for weeks. You see 1
watched you take the ads to
the Guardian. Nice try secret
odmirer-Craiger. 5-3
CATHY-dc girls still play
trumpets? Come to Rat Tues.
Thurs at 12:30. What does
Dodger play? Or can It be said
in this papacr? Whatever happened to crazy Ed? 5-3
PI KAPPA PL! have rocks in
t!«ir heads. Buy one and
maybe they will disappear!
From the Idi Amin Not Frat
Cat Midwest Terror Society.

S-5
CONGRATUJATIONS to 4
new brothers in Beta: Bob
Owens, chris Budde. Larry
Fisher and Gary Heller. 5-3
AVATAR: Happy Anniversary
and I love you!! Elinor 5-5-1
ANGEL-Where ere youf
missed you-Susan S. 5-5-1
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